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About This Game

Atajrubah is an Arabian inspired Survival game.The title is an Arabic word that means (an) 'Experience'. The game is set in a
1930's to 1940's - esque era and is strongly influenced by Arabian Folklore and Architecture. The world is open for the player to
explore either on their own or with their friends. The game focuses on exploration, player-world and player-player interactions.
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Title: Atajrubah
Genre: Indie, Early Access
Developer:
NexyMedia
Publisher:
NexyMedia
Release Date: 27 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GTX 550Ti

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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aaj subah ka satta. aaj subah ki khabar. aaj subah ki news. atajrubah game. aaj subah ka taja samachar

Atajrubah has a lot of promise but a ways yet to go.

The visuals are rough but still quite pleasant to look at. There's a bit of distortion around the edges of the models (notably trees)
and the characters move in awkward ways at times.

The inventory and crafting menus are...primitive and not terribly helpful. There's an unexplained "crotch" slot that I'm wierdly
curious to see what eventually goes there. I'm guessing it's a belt but stranger things have happened in games.

There are no crafting recipes as of yet and while the basic process of playing the game is relatively familiar to people who've
played survival games, there doesn't seem to be a whole lot to actually do yet. I do like survival games and the Arabian theme is
new in terms of the survival genre.

The game does snarl the video drivers and crash rather regularly on my machine. This is not a point in its favor but I'll withold
outright hate because I don't know if this is a problem exclusive to my rig or not.

Atajrubah could be a really solid addition to the survival genre if it follows through on full release with the promise it's showing
in the open beta and fixes some of the more glaring issues.

A couple of things that *must* be fixed before launch:

- Day\/night cycles are somewhat erratic. Sometimes at night it's like someone just turned out the lights and there's no indicated
way to make fire or light of any kind. I did respawn with a torch a couple of times but there was no indication of how to light it
so I just stumbled around in the dark. The shadows also move incredibly fast as the sun moves across the sky, faster than your
character can actually run. This isn't major but it is definitely disorienting and visually odd.

- The game does not pause when you open the menu. This is a pretty serious problem for obvious reasons.

- Items do not stack and that's a pretty crippling flaw when one arrow takes up one inventory slot. I'm willing to bet this will be
fixed later on but for now it's not a pleasant bug.

- The crashing does not add to the experience.
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